
•Compose an interesting low light, indoor shot, and set you camera in a stable position or on a tripod. Shoot 5 seconds with each of  
your ISO settings. Make sure to keep your composition the same for each ISO setting change.

•Compose a shot with a distinct foreground, middle ground, and background. Be sure the shot has a very long distance of  view. 
Think outdoor spaces, or indoor spaces with window views of  expansive distance. Record 5-15 seconds with a shallow depth of  field 
(smaller f-stop) and then record the same shot for 5-15 seconds with a longer depth of  field (larger f-stop)

•Compose shot with a distinct foreground, middle ground, and background. This should be on a much smaller scale, think indoor 
compositions, table tops, etc. Practice using the manual focus ring to rack focus from each of  the objects in turn. Start with focus on 
the foreground, then middle, then background. Total shot duration should be between 10-20 seconds. 

•Practice working with shutter speed adjustments. Record 5-15 seconds with a fast shutter speed to capture fast action with sharper 
detail. Try recording a similar action using a slower shutter speed to see motion blurs. 

•Shoot 5-15 seconds of  video using each of  your camera’s FPS options. Make sure you set your shutter speed to match the FPS 
you’re working with. 

•Record 5-15 seconds that shows the aliasing or “moire” affect 

After getting successful takes of  the above shots, come back to 
class and compose them all in order, in a single time line.  Use 
either small black spaces in-between clips, or do simple fade in/
fade outs for each clip. 

Use text to label each of  your shots/prompts. This will be espe-
cially helpful for changes to f-stop, ISO, etc..

Export the finished time line as a .MOV or .MP4 file titled “exer-
cises1-yourname”. Whatever you do not finish in class should be 
finished as homework. 
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